
Automating System Administration with CFEngine 3
Aleksey Tsalolikhin, Vertical Sys Admin Inc, authorized CFEngine trainer and CFEngine Community Champion.

Attend CFEngine training recommended by the author of CFEngine

“Aleksey works very hard to provide the best experience for CFEngine users. He is personable, diligent and 
enthusiastic. There can be no greater recommendation. “  – Mark Burgess, Founder/CTO of CFEngine.

“I have watched Aleksey provide exceptional hands on training for large groups over the past 2 years and just 
recently had the pleasure of his direct training services for one of our customers. The course material was excellent 
and the customer was very satisfied. I look forward to working with Aleksey in the months to come on other 
training assignments.”  – Bob Whirley, President of CFEngine.

Targeted audience:

Anyone with at least a basic knowledge of system administration interested in maximizing availability, ensuring 
compliance and managing security.

Why you need to know about Automated System Administration?

Handling Internet-scale services is extremely demanding; every weak seam and potential point of failure becomes 
exposed.  Aleksey went through this trial of fire and ice at EarthLink during rapid growth from thousands to 
millions of users.  Through this, he realized automating system administration and moving from ad-hoc to policy 
based system administration is the key to scalability and sysadmin sanity.  Automating system administration 
allows faster server deployments which helps in scaling and disaster recovery.  This 3 day class goes into detail on 
real life situations and shows how CFEngine empowers the sysadmin to increase uptime.  Automating system 
administration is part of the evolution of system administration to system engineering.

Why CFEngine 3?

CFEngine is the granddaddy of policy-based configuration management systems, and CFEngine version 3 
increases the power and flexibility of managing network-attached computers. CFEngine can operate in the widest 
variety of environments, from embedded sensors to supercomputers, from underwater to outer space. It can run on 
the widest range of operating systems and has the smallest resource footprint. CFEngine is a very powerful tool. 

What you will take back to work:

A thorough grounding in automating system administration using CFEngine 3 and the ability to implement 
configuration policies on your systems. You will be able to automatedly handle and control files, processes, 
packages, and commands, all resulting in Correct and Known Configuration on your servers.

What this course covers:

1. The History, Design Principles, and Philosophy of CFEngine: 
2. The Basic Grammar of CFEngine 3: 
3. The CFEngine 3 Data Types and How to Use Them:
4. How to use Patterns in Promises to Describe Configuration Efficiently
5. CFEngine Infrastructure Design (Client/Server)
6. Advanced CFEngine Topics 
7. Many Practical Examples and Exercises to Seed Your Policy Set. 

This class includes many exercises that will be performed using provided VMs.

Student Successes

“Great examples.”   “Aleksey really knows his subject and is very enthusiastic.”

“I had been hitting a real roadblock with understanding the relationships between promises, bundles and bodies. I 
don't know if it was from tunnel vision from CFEngine 2 or just general thick headedness, but for some reason 
things just weren't clicking. For whatever reason, the mysterious glue that was keeping me from "getting it" 
showed up during the [training]. So for me, it was a huge benefit.“

Sign up now at http://cfengine.eventbrite.com/

22-25 October 2012, in Palo Alto, CA.  Course price is $2210 early bird (before 22 Oct) / $2,600 regular.


